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Mr. REILLYsaid, that he did not bring forward these bridges
as examples of perfect construction; on the contrary, he had little
doubt forms could be devised which would more perfectly fulfil the
conditionscontended for; but he thoughtthatEngineers
would
consider the subject an important one, and on that account these
examples would, perhaps, be of some interest. The ironwork of
No. l bridge was manufactured at the CanadaWorks,Birkenhead. All the rivet holes at the web joints were drilled, and the
edges of all the plates were planed. The price for the wrought
iron was $17. 7s. 6d. per ton, and for cast iron, all of which w a s
more or less machined, S14. 10s. No. 2 bridge was manufactured
by Messrs. James Taylor and Co., at the price of $18. 10s. for
wrought iron, and $14 for east iron, in both cases delivered free
on board, or a t the railway station. At the time the latter contract
was taken,iron bars were about 308. pertonhigherthanthey
were at present.
He did not desire to be understood as condemning the trough
form of section unconditionally. He thought it might. be reasonably
contended, that the troughmightbe
made partiallyto fulfil the
condition of uniform stress, providing the joints of the web bars,
with the trough, were designed with that object, which,however,
had not yet been attempted, so far as he was aware. Of course, it
was impossible to make the centre of pressure of a joint coincide
with the centre of gravity of the section of the trough ; but, probably, the desiredresultmightbe
effected, to a certainextent,
by so adjusting the position of the bars of the web, that their axes
of gravity produced, should intersecttheaxis
of gravity of the
trough in the same point, somewhat as shown in Fig. 9 :
Fig. 9.

If the bars were made to meet in that way, it would seem indiffequestion of uniform stress upon the
rent, so far as regarded the
boom, how t,he rivets or pins were placed. But it would be necesof thetrough,
sary to give sufficient extra strength to the sides
in thetriangularspace
between the web bars and immediately
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surrounding them, t.o resist the transverse strain towhich those sides
would there be liable. As regarded, however, the question of uniform stress upon the web bars themselves, it would,of course, be
necessary, in order to fulfil that condition, to make the centre of
gravity of the group of rivets or bolts at,taching each bar to the
trough, to lie in the axis of gravity of that bar.
I n Fig. 9, t.he lines C D, C B, and A C A, were respectively the
axes of gravity of the two bars of the web and of the trough,
all three of them meeting a t the point C. By ‘‘axis of gravity ’’ of
a bar, was meant the longitudinal line or axis
which intersected
the centre of gravity of every cross section. If the desideratum of
uniform stress couldbeachieved
inthat way, the explanation
would be, that the forces acting through the diagonal bars, might
be considered as concentrated in the lines of action of theirresultants, I) C and B C, respectively, and if that were so, the resolution of those forces in the horizontal direction, could not take place
until those lines of action met, and if the point of meeting was a t
C, in the axis of gravity A A of the boom, thenthehorizontal
resultant would act along that line. The transversestrain before
alludedto as acting upon the sides of thetroughimmediately
contiguous tothe joint, and the distortionproduced by it, were
important objections to that mode of combination. But if circumstances compelled the use of the trough, be thoughtno other attachment could be selected with anything likescientific propriety.
Mr. G. H. YHIPPSsaid, as certain views which he entertained,
with respect to the strains upon girders, had been referred to by
the Author, hewished to say a fewwords upon the subject. H e
would first, however, draw attention to the designs of the girders
adduced by the Author, as in his opinion securing B high degree
ofeconomy.
One of these, designed for carrying a railwayby
means of cross bearers at the bottom of the girder, was on the
plan of what had been described in a recent Paper on American
Iron Bridges,‘ as the (c Murphy Whipple Truss,” and it might
be remembered that Mr. Bramwell in the course of the discussion
upon that Paper, contended that it was considerably less economical than the ordinary girders used in this country.2 The Author
of the present Paper did not however contend that that class of
girder, consideredpurely
in the theoreticmanneradopted
hy
Mr. Bramwell in his comparison, would come out more economical
thantheWarren,Trellis,
or othergirders filled in withopen
triangles, but he traced the economy of his girders to the fact of
the larger proportion of the iron work being in a state of tension,
thatthe compressed members were shorterthaninthe
others,
Vide Minutes of Proceedings Inst. C.E.,vol. xxii., p. 540.
Ibid., p. 560.
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and also that his trnsses contained less waste iron. Arguing from
the well-known fact, that a greater force persquare inchcould
be safely applied to iron in tension over iron in compression, and
assuming that, according to the lawsofcolumns, the cornpressed
members required an additional quantity of iron in the shape of
bracing to steady them, which the Author took to be in the proportion of the cubes of their lengths, hethus conaidered that he
obtained a cheaper girder than by the other systems.
It appeared to Mr. Phipps, that the subject required much more
consideration, before it could be laid down that the weight of the
bracing in compressed members must increase as the cubes of their
lengths. When the width between a pair of compressed uprights
remainedconstant, the stiffness of the assemblagewould not be
largely modifiedby the proportions of the diagonal bracing, but
would depend much more upon the sectional area of the uprights
themselves. T h e case was very similar to the relative deflection of
a pair of girders of the same depth, but differing in length, where
the amount of deflection would depend much more upon the magnitude of the booms than on that of the diagonal bracing.
H e would now pass to the remarks on the importance of confining the line of force exerted upon any member of a truss, to its
true axial line, by which term he would designate the line of the
neutral axis. This was a point to which hehad devotedmuch
consideration, and, as was known, he had embodiedsomeof his
viewsupon it in the discussionupon the Charing Cross Bridge:
H e felt gratified that the Author of the Paper had taken up the
subject in consequence of what fell from him upon that occasion,
and that he considered the views then expressed to be in accordancegenerally with the deductions of Professor Rankine;but
attributedinthe
he thought that too high a valuehadbeen
Paper to the detrimental effects due to the absence of coincidence
in the line of the forces applied, and the axial lines of the booms
of a girder. The Author appeared to have taken, as the measnre
of the detrimental action on the booms, the total compressive force
applied, t.aken into the distance of the line of application of that
force from the axial line of the boom. Now, Mr. Phipps believed,
that this wouldonly be found correct on the supposition of the
boomconsisting of a number of detached props, abutting end to
end, against each other, and strained out of the centre as above.
H e considered that continuityin the boom,from end to end of
the girder, modified the detrimental effects of the absence of centrality in the application of the strains very largely.
T o explain this he would refer to four diagrams (Figs. 10 and
13.) The first (Fig. 10) showed a boomcompressed out of the

’
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Vide Minutes of Proceedhp Inst. C.E., vol. xxii., p. 535.
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centre at regular intervals by a series of equal forces, whichwas
the condition of a girder carrying a central load. Another diagram
(Fig, 13) showed a boom compressed by forces similarly applied,
but increasing from the centretowardstheextremitiesinarithmetical progression, being the state of things which obtained,when
a girder was equally loaded all over. Both booms were supposed
to be of uniform section throughout.
Figs. 10, 11, and 12 referred to a beam bearing a central load.
The points D, E, F, G, and H were equidistant from the points of
application of thest.raining forces. The dottedlines C D, C E,
C F, &C., showed the direction of the resultant pressures through
thedifferentcompartments of the boom ; thus,referringtoone
compartment E F, Fig. 12, there was a force acting in the direction of C E, continued from E to e, of which the horizontal component was 14. Again there was a force acting in the direction of
F C, passing within the boom from F tof, of which the horizontal
component was 24. There was a third force applied at f horizontally equal to 1, and these three forces kept the portion E F of the
boom in repose. Thus the distance of the force of 24 at F was never
farther from the axis than gf, a much less distance than g A, the
distance from the axis to the line of application of the forces. I n
Fig. 11, the lettersD, E, F, G, and H showed the points of contrary
curvature equidistant between the points of application of the compressive forces, all the curves being of equal versed sines. Fig. 13
showed the application of the above views to the case of a boom of
a girder where theload was uniformly distributed. I n thiscase
the points D, E, F, G, and H were not equidistant from the points
of application of the forces, but were considered to divide each
bay inversely in the proportion of the two forces. The curves of
theaxis in thedifferent bays would inthis case be no longer
similar, but continually diminish in altit,nde from the extremity at
A to the centre at B.
H e considered that, in each of these cases, the boom was thrown
into a serpentine figure, in which the inflections were, in the first
case referred to, all of precisely equal versed sines ; but that in
the second, the versed sines of the curves between the points where
the cornressive forces were applied,continually diminished in
altitude rom the extremities inwards,until, at the centre, the curve
mergedintotheaxialline
of the boom. Uponthese principles,
there would be found a point in every bay, int.ermediate between
the points of application of the forces, where the inflections of the
curve of the boom crossed the line of its axis, and became there
points of contrarycurvature.
A consequence of this wouldbe,
that as at those points no flexure existed,the compressive force
mustnecessarily pass through them. The boon1 might be separated at those points, whilst still fulfilling its proper office ; each
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portion would then be kept in repose by three forces, namely, one
a t each end, acting angularly inwards, the third force being that
applied b the compressing force proper to the bay under considepressure wouldpass much
ration. f n thismannertheresultant
nearer to the axialline of that portion of the boom thanthe
distance of the line of the applied forces from the same axial line.
I n the case of the Charing Cross Bridge,hehadmadethese
allowances, but the effects would have been far worse, if calculated
according to the method described in this Paper.
Before concluding, he would just advert to an instance which had
occurred to him of the bad effects of straining matter transversely,
whichwas at the same time subject to considerable strain in the
direction of its length. He alluded to the Hungerford Suspension
Bridge, lately removed to make way for the Charing Cross Bridge.
That bridge was, generallyspeaking,anadmirablework;but
the defect alluded to consisted in the manner in which the weight
of the platform, passing load, &C.,wasconveyed
to the chains.
The links were 24 feet in length by 7 inches deep, and one half of
the load on each chain was supported by the centre of the links,
giving transverse strain to the iron. He had computed that if the
calculated maximum strain per square inch was 6 tons, it would be
increased to 10 tons from the above cause.
Mr. J. M. HEPPEL
agreed in thinking this Paper one of a class
exceedingly valuable. It dealt with the principles of construction,
and it pointed out several examples in which those principles had
been carried out with a great measure of success. H e thought the
warning held out should not be disregarded; that whereas Engineers had been building
bridges whichweresupposed, according
to previous calculations, to be subject only to a strain of 5 tons or
6 tons to the square inch, they had been built insuch a manner
that the bridges had been subjected to a strain of more than twice
that amount. H e thought that was a fact which ought to attract
serious consideration, and which opened questions requiring clear
and satisfactory answers.
H e agreed that, in structures of that kind, it was most desirable
thatthe strain should pass accuratelythrough theaxes of t,he
members of the truss whichwere resisting that strain ; and the
Author had done good service in pointing out the examples of two
bridges constructed in such a way that that principle was entirely
carried out, and which showed that no inconvenience, or difficulty
in design or execution, was occasioned by so %doing.
Where Mr. Heppel differed from the Author was, in thinking
that inthe cases where that principle hadnotbeen
so strictly
adhered to, the consequences had not been quite so disastrous as
had been suggested.But,afterthe
discussionwhichtook
place
two years ago on the subject of the Charing Cross Bridge, and t.he
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observations made on that occasionby Mr. Phipps, inwhich he
generally concurred, and which had just been more fully explained,
it was not necessary toenlarge uponpointswhichwere
at that
timebrought verycompletely under consideration. H e felt confident, that, whoever hadtheadvantage
of readingthePaper,
would find that it contained a prec.ise elucidation of the action of
a force eccentric totheaxis
of the r e s i s h g body, and in fact,
though it was a little more elaborate, the demonstration was substantiallywhathad
been pointedoutin
the discussion hehad
alluded to. But,hethought,inthe
case of thetopand bottom
members of a truss, the forces were brought on in a manner which
differed materially from that whichserved as the basis of the
demonstration ; because, though where each individual force was
brought on, an action obtained which was verywell represented
by the Author’s diagram, the way in which the forces were really
brought on to the top and bottom members of girders was by no
means the same. If a single force was applied, not. coincident with
the centre of resistance, precisely that action took place which the
Author had shown ; but with a large truss, like the truss of a bridge,
in the first. place, the force was not necessarily coincident with the
point of junction of the first diagonal ;but, by means of the strong
vertical member which connected that diagonal with the bodyof
the truss, it was in fact brought onwhere the greatest resistance
acc,urred-and that was, where there was thegreatest mass of
metal ; so that the force induced by the first system of diagonals
wasclose tothe top, or certainlynot far from it. Thus, a t the
next point of connection of the diagonals, there was, no doubt, a
new force applied, the action ofwhichwas
nearly such asthat
supposed intheargument;
but that wascompoundedwith
the
force already accounted for transmitted along the top, so that the
resultant was considerably thrown up ; and that redressive action
evidently accumulated towards the middle ; so that whatever evil
existedwas at its maximum near the end, and it was not to be
denied that many structures were more or less subject to it, so far
as it went. H e thought., however, forthe reasons given, that
the extent of that evil was restricted within much narrower limits
thanmightbeapprehended
from the comparisonin thePaper.
It was stated that, upon deviating a very little out of the centre of
resistance, there might be as much as 12 tons of strain on the part
which was least calculated to resist
it, and not more than half a
ton on the part whichwasmost calculated to resist it. That, for
the reasons alleged, he could not quite concur in ; and as he had
built,bothunder
direction and on his own responsibility, many
bridges where, he was obliged to confess, the principles laid down
in the Paper had not been so completely observed as probably was
desirable, he hoped it might be apparent, from the course of the
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discussion, that it was not a reasonable inference that such structures were at allunequaltothe
work required of them. At the
same time it was undoubtedly a sound principle, that all the forces
should be made to pass accurately through the axes of resistance.
The profession was, in his opinion, much indebted to the Author
for placing that principle in so clear a point of view, and for having
shown, by executed work, that there was no practical difficulty in
carrying that principle into effect.
Mr. EDWAKD
W O O D S said, as regarded the principle of construction recommended in the Paper, it w a s one which must commend
itself to the judgment of every Engineer. It was no new principle
intheconstruction
of machinery, because the aim of all was so
to distribute the parts, that the pressure should be transmitted in
the direction in which it was required to go, and in such a position
with regard to the form of the part through which it had to pass,
as might be found to produce equal pressure and strain on every
part. As in the connecting rod of a steam-engine, the centres of
bearing were never placed out of the axis of that connecting rod,
so, unless something prevented it,the joints of a bridge ought to be
placed in such a manner asto secureequalstrainthroughout
everypart of thebridge. The remarksinthe Paper were, however, moreapplicabletotriangular
trusses, or tolatticebridges
In theplategirder,thestrainsmight
be
than to plategirders.
conceived as passingthrough every part of the web, and transmitted to the upper and lower members, and uniformly transmitted ;
but in triangular girders, it was of essential importance to distribute the pressures in the way indicated in the Paper.
He agreed substantially that the difference of stress or strain,
as between the upper and lower edges of the trough, could not be
so great as that which was suggested in the Paper ; and probably
the Author would admit that there might be causes at work which
tended much to modify theproportion.But
at thesametime
there must, undoubtedly, be unequal distribution in such a case as
was illustrated by Fig. 3, Plate 27, where the centre of gravity of
the joints was on the line R, and so much below the line 0 of the
axis of the centre of gravity of the section. There must, in such
a case, be a tendency to transverse strain in the girder, and parts
of the girder consequently must be subjected to strains in excess
of those which such parts were assumed tobear,andhad
been
calculated for.
Mr. F. W. SHEILD~
remarked, that thestrains
on thetop
of the girder were caused bytheaction
of thediagonalbars,
and were, therefore,to a certainextent, of a complex character,
as there was not only a horizontal pressure along the top flange,
but also a downward pull, inasmuch asall vertlcal weight was
taken, in the first instance, by thediagonals, which communiDownloaded by [ University of Sussex] on [13/09/16]. Copyright © ICE Publishing, all rights reserved.
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catedthestrainstothe
flanges. H e thoughtthat effect should
not be forgotten in designingthe form of' thetop %ange; and
therefore, if that flange were considered as a member bearing
horizontal strain alone,without
takingthe verticalstrainsalso
into consideration, the design for it wouldbe defective. The resistance to vertical strain would, no doubt, be borne by the whole
depth of the girder; but there was still a considerable downward
pull, as well as a horizontal pressure on thetop flange. H e did
not think, therefore, that Engineers in their previous practice had
beenfollowing a wrongprinciple totheextent supposedby the
Author, who hadinfacttakenashis
principle, that thetop
flangewassimply
inthe position of an ordinaryloaded column,
Doubtless, in very large bridges, and especially in those of 600
feet span, the distribution of the strain through the centre of the
axis should receive all due consideration ; but in smaller bridges,
the prejudicial effect of what had been done hitherto was rather
overrated. If, for instance, a built T-iron section for the top flange
were loaded vertically, it would be found that, with the table up
and the web turned down, the T-iron flangewould bear more
vertical weight than in any other position ; and he thought a better
result could thus be obtained than from the form adopted by the
Author. I n the first place, it was advisable toput thegreatest
amount ofsection in the t,op of the flange, where the &Fainwas
always greatest and wherefracturebegan.
I n the next place,
there was the practical advantage of leaving a clear space in the
lower part of theflange for the attachments of the diagonal
braces : and in the third place, there was an opportunity of getting
(in cross section) a single set of diagonal braces, whichwas
quite sufficient for bridges of ordinary size, instead of a double set
as shown inthe Author'sdesign.Moreover,experienceseemed
to show, that if frequent and rigid connections were made between
the top a n d bottom flanges, a better result ensued than by making
very few connections, andthat t,hus it was better to make the
braces of close lattice work than on the single triangulation system.
I n the construction then under consideration there was also, he
thought, something seriously defective, namely, that the diagonal
ties did not extend in both directions from their points of intersecr
tion on the %anges,and so make proper provision for the conveyance to both points of support on the piers, of any loading which
might rest intermediately between either pier and the centre of the
girder. Therefore, scientifically speaking, that design would have
a certain amount of weakness and deflect,ion,which it would not
have with more frequent and properly disposed connections between
the top and bottom flanges. H e thought the Author had proposed
principles ofconstructionworthy of attention, though the details
shown in his designs for these small bridges were probably not as
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advisable for adoption, as those used in the common and ordinary
construction, viz., frequent lattice bracing, or plate-girder bridges.
Mr. RORERTMALLETremarked, thatthe present Paper appeared to come within the latter of the two classes of Papersthe purely practical and the practico-theoretical-chiefly brought
before theInstitution. Its reasonings were thus of a character
that could not be fully foilowed at the instant of hearing, but he
thought it one whichwould,when it should appear in print, do
credit to the Institution. It was characterised throughout by care,
lucidity, and logical sequence.
As to the generalprincipleinsisted
upon, he presumed there
could not be the shadow of a doubt in the mind of any one present
as to it.s correctness ; though much diversity of view might arise, as
towhether itmight
requireto
be rigorouslyacted
upon in
practice inall cases, or to what extent it must necessarily be
em loyed in any particular case.
f;: it were asked whether it was a matter of indifference in the
application of an insistent load upon the end of a large prism, suppose of granite, whether the centre of pressure passed through the
axis or in the plane of one of the sides of the prism, there would
be no hesitationabout an answer; but it was, in fact, the same
question which now engaged the attention of the Meeting, only in
the place of granite, iron had to be dealt with, which wasa still more
compressible thing, and the question as regarded it, therefore, was
in certain respects even more important. But yet, he thought, that
how far the principle which the Authorhad so ably elucidated
required to be rigorously applied in practice, must depend
upon
the special circumstances of each particular case. If the strain at
theextremeedge,
or at any point, of a prismaticmember of a
structure was there of an intensity amounting to a crippling strain
of the iron, then the principle had been dangerously disregarded,
and every approach to that was pro tanto a waste of material, or
of strength, or of both.
But in largestructures it was necessary to consider allthe
distortions of eachmember of the structure viewed as a whole,
and in these structures the final distortions, SO viewed, might be
suchto
much alter thelines of direction of forcesoriginally
designedinperfectaccordance
with the principle of thePaper,
difference of strain between oneedge
of a
and SO thatthe
barandthe
othermight becomevery important, or vice versci,
strains passing unsymmetrically in the drawing, which viewed the
whole as a rigidstructure,mightapproach
greater symmetry
after theloadhadbeen
applied. In largegirders,like those of
the Charing Cross and Londonderry bri%es, every other member
of the structure required to be distorted before any effect was produced upon the booms, and it was only afterthathadoccurred
[1S64-65. N.S.]
2 F
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that it was possible to determine the distortion o i the booms themselves, and to what extent the line of pressure a t any section, and
normal to it, was out of the centre of gravity of that section.
For himself, as regarded the application made by the Author of
his principles, to the fixing the proper form for the cross sections of
the top and bottom beams of large girders, he should be disposed
or
form, by putting
tomitigatethe
evil of thesimpletrough
angle irons inside the o en edges, so as the better to equalize the
section. But in some arge structures he had designed,hehad
adopted the simple trough form, not because of its goodness, but
rather in face of its disadvantages, and solely because that form
presented great constructive conveniences ; and he might be permitted to say?that he felt some satisfaction, asthe Author of one of
the prizedesigns for theLondonderrybridge,to
find that that
design had been adopted in all its main features for that bridge as
since executed. It was with still greater satisfaction that he lately
saw at Bordeaux, that the same general design had been adopted
in one of the noblest girder-bridge structures probably in Europe,
namely, the viaduct bridge over the Garonne, just above Bordeaux,
which connected the Central of France railway with theeastern
system of French railways. The diagonals and verticals of these
girders were not connected by large pins with the trough-shaped
booms, but by rivets. H e considered these connections better than
pins, though also against strict theory, inasmuch as with rivets the
amount of strain w y not concentrated so much at one point of the
iron. Pins were no doubt theoretically the right thing, but riveted
connections, hethought, were practicallythe best. He would
directtheattention of the members to the Bordeauxbridge, of
which he believed little was known in England,as being well
worthy of careful examination.
Mr. F. J. BRAMWELT,
said, this was a matter on which he wished
to say a few words, not merely because his name had been alluded
to in the Paper, but because the subject was one that deserved the
attention of all. The Anthor of the Paper had the primary object
of showing by it the importance of uniform stress in girder-work,
and the secondary object of showing how, if he proved the necessity of this uniformity, it might be carried out ; and incidentally
he alludedto two girders constructedinamanner
which he
believed had fulfilled the condition of uniformity of strain, and took
occasion togivehisreasons
for selectingtheparticular form of
truss employed inpreferencetoother
forms of truss; and then
slightly referred to that which he (Mr. Bramwell) was supposed to
have said in the discussion on American trusses. Mr. Phipps had
also alluded to thatwhich he (Mr. Bramwell) was imagined to have
mid on that occasion. If he might be allowed to say so, both those
gentlemen were in error in their recollection of his remarks, for
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that which he had said certainly was not in depreciation of the
Murphy-Whipple truss. It might be remembered that threedescriptions of trusses were then brought under their consideration,
viz., the Bollman, the Fink, and the Murphy-Whipple. The former
twowere condemned by him for the reason that theylaboured
under the radical error of conveying the mere local strains to the
ends of the principal compressionmember, and further that this
extra load on the compression member was obtained at the expense
of a large extra amount of iron in the tie rods. From these two
causes thesetrussesrequiredalargeramount
of ironthan that
employed in either the Warren or the double-diagonal truss. But
with regard to the Murphy-Whipple truss, it
would be found he
had stated it approached so nearlyto those in use in England,
that there was little to say upon it, except that in a girder where
ally of the struts or ties connecting the top and bottom members
were vertical, there must be some want of economy in the material,
inasmuch as those struts or ties whichwere vertical would only
carrythegirder,and
would notassistin the progression of the
stresses from end to end
of the girder. H e believed this w a s all
he had said in depreciation of the Murphy-Whipple truss.
This had been his view with respect tosuch a truss; but the Author
of the Paper had ingeniously endeavoured to show that although,
considered abstractedly, there might be a small percentage of loss
in it, as compared with Nos. 1, and lg, nevertheless, when considered as used in common practice, an allowance must be made
which would not only do away with the loss, but would produce a
positive gain, and this allowance was due to two sources: the one
that certain members which were, by calculation sufficient if made
of a particularthin section, inpractice could not be so made,
because such thinmetal could not be used, andthereforeiron
strongerthanthetheoretical
section had to be employed. This
allowance of excew the Author had shown by the bracketted figures
in Plate 27. The second and principal source, however, to which
was due, according to the Author, a departure from the theoretical
amount of metal in a girder where the struts and ties between the
top and bottom were all sloping, and which departure involved an
allowance of extrametal, was this:thatthe
stiffeningmaterial
requiredfor thestruts hadto be increased asthe cubes of the
length of the struts ; and having assumed a particular amount of
material in the girder as necessary for such stiffening, the Author
took that as the datum, and then showed that when this quantity
was cubed, according tothe increased length of sloping struts
intheWarren
and doublediagonal trusses, there wouldbe a
large increase of stiffening, andthatthis increase would make
these girders less economical than those with vertical struts, which
the Author had adopted.
2 F 2
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Mr. Bramwell thought there were two errors in that reasoning.
First, it wenton the assumption thatthe struts, as ordinarily
made, viz., with material of uniform section from end to end of
thestrut, were those which bore a pressure with theleast consumption of iron. H e did not agree in this being the best constructionfor a strut; as he believed that a trussed post,such
as was to be found in the Murphy-Whipple trusses, was a more
economicaluseof
material, andthat whensuch a construction
was employed, a small increase of material would be sufficient to
prevent the flexure under pressure. Such a strut as this was used
by Mr. Cowper inthegreat
roof at theBirmingham Railway
Station.Next, even assuming it could bedemonstrated that the
struts shown in No. 1, truss were of the most economical section,
nevertheless each one of those struts was crossed at the middle by
a tie ; and if the ordinary practice were followed of joining those
tiesto the struts at the
point of crossing, thestruts so joined
would be reduced t.o half their length, considered as unsupported
a
pillars, and thus so far from their being longer pillars than in
truss where they were vertical, they would be by far the shortest,
and would therefore require the least amountof stiffening material.
On these two grounds he thought the Author's ingenious theory
failed, and thathe had notproved that either a Warren or a doublediagonal truss girder was the one which consumed in practice the
largest amount, of material. Mr, Bramwell wished to remark, that
although the girder had
beenspoken of as the Murphy-Whipple
truss, it was, in fact, a truss well known in this country. Those who
remembered the roof of the nave of the Exhibition buildingof 1851
would recollect that this form of girder was used to support it.
He thought the better term for this form of girder was the N truss.
The girders of the roof of the nave of theExhibition building,
of which hehad spoken, thoughtothe
eyethey were' double
diagonals, were, in trut.h, girders of that description, for the
diagonals at cross angles were nothing but pieces ofwood put in
to give a better appearance than could be obtained from the N
form.
Mr. Sheildshad objected to this form of truss upon grounds
which Mr. Bramwell could not follow. H e had said, in effect,
there was the objection that if the weight at the top of one of
these pillar struts, required to be transmitted to both ends of the
girder, there was no means of transmitting it down such memhers
that
as weremerely ties ; but Mr. Sheildsmusthaveoverlooked
the Author had provided for this in the ordinary
way, that was,
thatin thoseties whichoccasionally hadto act, as struts,he
hadaddedthe
stiffening which enabled them so to perform that
function.
Having said t,his much upon the question of the particular form
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of truss adopted,he would ask permission totake up a little
more time in addressing himself to the principal subject of the
Paper,-thatwas
as to the effectupon material,either in comor strainout
pression or in extension, due to puttingtheload
of thecentre of gravity of that material. Mr.Bramwellhad
felt somedifficulty in following thePaperasit
was read, and
he now wished to put the question in a shape which mightbe
takenin by the eye, and which certainly brought thematter
morehome to hismindthanit
couldbe brought by the consideration of the Author’svery abstruse calculations. The diagramsheexhibited
were madein accordancewithsome
figures
he had used three or four years since, when endeavouring to
ascertain the effectof
loads in producing flexure in columns.
H e had, however, changedthemtodiagramsexhibitingthe
effect of tensilestrain,
as being somewhatmoreconvenient.
as
Instead of looking
upon
the section under
consideration
composedof an infinite number of elastic particles, hehad for
the purposes of investigationassumed that this particular section
Fig. 14.

B

w a s composed of a definite number of springs. I n Fig. 14, he
had assumed six equal springs, and he had assumed that if there
them they would be at the zero line. He
werenoweightupon
next assumed the load \V to have a weight of 6, and that when
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put in the centre it would extend the springs a distance of 1 each,
and would bring them down to the horizontal line A B. If that
were the condition when the weight was in the middle, it was easy
to show, if the weight were moved one-sixth out of the centre, (as in
Fig. 15), that the result would be to leave the middle of the beam,
Fig. 15.

to which he had represented the weight
as fastened, a t the same
height of A B as before, and to turn the beam round the middle
point of A B as a centre ; one end would then come down through
B C, while theother went upthrough A L) ; so that,as Mr.
Phipps said, there would be double tension upon the side nearest
tothe weight. That was true with the weight one-sixth out of
thecentre of a bar of uniform section. Tt wax notstrictly true
with the six springs, as to be quite accurate it was necessary to
assume an infinitenumber of springs : in which case the effect
wouId be as seen in Fig. 16. Assuming the space between the black
horizontal line and the zero line to represent an infinite number
of springs,then if the weight be supposed to be placed in the
centre, the extension of all the springs would clearly be equal, and
might be taken to be the distance between the zero line and A B.
Then if, as before, the weight be put out of the centre one-sixth
of the width of the bar, the tendency wouldbe to turn the line
A B round about the point €I, but directly A B turned about. that
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point, the tension of thespringstothe
right (inthediagram)
would be increased, and the tension of those tothelefthand
diminished ; now the extra tension of the right-hand springs would
tend to restore equilibrium, and the effect of any spring, say, for
instance, the one at B; would be measured by its extension B C,
Fig. 16.

multiplied into B H, (the distance of B from the centre H) ; and
the effect of any other spring between B and H would be measured
by its extension multiplied into its distance from the centre H.
The extra extension of thesprings between B and H would
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gradually diminishfrom B to H until at the point H, the extension
was zero, and if B C represented the sum of the extension at B,
theextensions between B and H would berepresented by the
triangle B H C. Further, if B E be taken to represent the effect
torestoreequilibriumduetothe
extra tension of B (viz. B C
X B H), then the sum of the effects of all the other springsbetween
B and H would be represented by a curve coloured yellow in the
diagram, and this curve, it would be seen, was a parabola, because
the extension and the value of the extension being each of them as
the distance from the centre H, the effect (4. e., the extension multiplied into the value or distance from the centre) would be as the
square of that distance. Now the area of the parabola B E H was
4-rd of that of the surrounding rectangle B E G H, and the effect,
therefore, to restore equilibrium would be +rd of B E G €I or Brd
of the rectangle compounded of B H, and the extension B C multiplied by B H ;represented by B E. I t might similarly be shown,
that theeffect. ofthe diminished tension of the springs to the left
of H,
would be $rd of the rectangleA F I H, which was equal toH G E B,
therefore the total effect to restore equilibrium would be grds of the
rectangle (B C X B H) multiplied into B H, whichwas equal to
Qth of the rectangle (B C X B A) X B A, because B A was double
of B H. Now the whole disturbing force was equal to the effect of
the extension of all the springs when equally extended multiplied
intothedistance of the weight from thecentre : andthe effect
= theextension or distance
of the extension of allthesprings
of springsreprefrom zero to H multipliedintothenumber
sented by thelength A B, and as thedistance from thecentre
= ++h A B, thedisturbing force = 6th of rectangle(zeroto
H X AB) X A B. Henceit would be seenthat,mthis
case,
equilibrium would be restored, when the distance B C w a s equal
totheoriginalextension
from zero to H, so that when the
weight wasmoved &th of the width of the bar from the centre,
theextra
tension on theedgenearestthe
weight would be
equal to the original tension with the weight in the centre, and the
strain therefore on that edge would be double that which it would
be with theweight in the centre. If theweight be placed at
double this distanceof @h from the centre, then double the amount
as ascertained in the foregoing must be added to the original tension
at B ; if at treble the distance, then three times the amountmust be
added, and so on in an arithmetical progression. Thus, if the strain
with theweight in the centre be1, then the strain
at B with the weight
moved @l, would be l 1 = 2, with the weight moved +th it would
be 1 + 2 = 3, with the weight moved &hs, I + 3 = 4, and so on.
Mr. Bramwell would suggest that an experimental apparatus to
illustrate the action of an infinite number of springs, or in other
words, an elasticbarmightbe
made by using two springs, the

+
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united strength of which should be equal to the elastic force of the
bar.
Such
an apparatus was represented in Fig. 17. The
springs were placed at such a distance L K from the centre as
The reason for
was equalto +ffof the half width of thebar.
this position was, that the effectof aspringincounteracting
a
Fig. 17.

disturbing force varied, as had been already shown, in proportion
to the square of its distance from the centre, and the average of'
such effectswould be a t
of thedistame from thecentreto
theextremeedge.
With such anapparatusthe weight,on being.
shifted to various positions along the lower bar, shown in Fig. 17,
would produce eflects corresponding with those calculated when
considering Fig. 16.
The foregoing was doubtless a crude mode of looking a t the
question, but it was a mode that could be appreciated better than a
large number of figures; therefore Mr. Brsmwell had ventured to
submit these diagramsfor consideration. But though he believed the
conclusions of the Author were perfectly true, and he might say, he
had applied the system of calculations just mentioned to the trough
section spoken of by the Author, and the results agreed with those
the Author had givcn ; and though he thought that the Author's

+fl
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view would be a correct exposition of the case, if the section of the
trough were looked upon as being of a number of parallel springs
independent of each other, he could not bring himself to believe
was produced inthe
thatthe effect spoken of bytheAuthor
girder of a bridge. H e was inclined to this view for the following
reasons : T h e Author of the Paper had assumed a section taken
quite close up to a pin nearest the centre of the bridge ; the section
was taken thus in order to get rid of the objection of curvature of
the compressed member ; but if the section be so taken close to
the pin, then unless this particular pin put the whole pressure on
the truss, the reasoning pursued by the Author would not be applicable to the case. Now the fact was that the pressure, in place of
being entirely produced by this one pin, was the accumulation of
successive increments put on gradually from the end to the centre
of the girder, but the particular
pin adjoining the section taken,
put on the least
of all these increments : therefore the pressure,
instead of being applied immediately behind the section taken and
at the assumed point, came inreality frompoints far removed
from this section, and therefore before arriving at the point under
consideration the variouspressureswere able to distribute themselves over the section. I n illustration of this he would take the
case of a column put into a tube, so that it could slidefreely
through the tube, but could not bend, and then imagine a weight
put on the column out of the centre, when, according tothe
Author’s views, whatever the length of the column might be, every
transverse section takenthroughoutthatlength
wouldhave its
parts as much irregularlystrained as theparts were said to be
in the section of girderlaid before them ; but Mr. Bramwell
did not agree with this notion, because he thought that though the
weight was put out of the centre, yet when the columnwas kept
from being deflected, it might be treated as being acted upon in the
neighbourhood of the load diagonally, but as having this diagonal
straincorrected, by the resistance of the surroundingtube preventing deflection, so that in a shortdistance from the point of
application, the load would become resolved into a strain parallel
with the centre of the column, and diffused uniformly overits
result
would be prosection. H e believed that a similar
ducedin a longgirderin
which thetopand
bottommembers,
by being supported at frequent intervals, were practically prevented
from bending ; and if this were so, the effect apprehended by the
Author could not, be produced.
Mr. Rramwellwished, therefore, to expresshisdissent
from
the Author’sviews, as to theextent of’ the evil that would be
produced in a girder by the pins that put the strain on the top
and bottom members not being situated in the centre of gravity of
the section of thosemembers ; but whilehedissented
so far,
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he at the sametimeagreed
with the Author’s statementsentirely when the effectspoken of was considered as producedin
the parts of an elastic material immediately adjoining the point at
which pressure was applied. Havingread through thePaper,
Mr. Bramwell could bear testimony to the labour that had been
expended upon it, and he felt that a debt of gratitude was due to
the Author for theinfinitepainshehadtakeninpreparing
the
Paper, which combined in a happy manner great theoreticalinvestigation with good practical results.
Mr. W. H. BARLOW
would say a few words upon the subject
under discussion, because some years ago he conducted a series of
experiments upon the performances of plates, or a series of plates,
when strained in lines which didnot pass throughthecentre of
gravity of the plates. Those experiments were made in connection
with Papers which he read before the Royal S0ciety.l The plates
were 2 feet long, 6 inches wide, and +rd of an inch thick. Each
platehadcast
upon it two smallribs, at distances of 12 inches
apart, and inthose ribs, six holes were madein which to insert
delicate
measuring
instruments.
He would state
broadly
the
results arrived at.
First : It was found that the mean elongation of the plates was
the same with the same weight, at whatever part of the plate the
strain was applied.
Secondly : When the strain was applied along the line of the
edge, it produced an extension along that side, accompanied by a
compression on the opposite side.
When the weight was one-sixth out of-the centre, it produced a
condition in which there was extension on the one side, with no
action on the other side. When the force was applied in the line
of the edge of the plate, the extension on one side was double the
compression of the other, but the mean extension of the plate was
the same as if the weight hung in the middle.
The next thing ascertained from that experiment, was an angular
movement, and it was found that the angular movement varied as
the weight into the distance of the line of application of the force
from the centre of gravity.
Therefore so faras thetheoretical expression justgiven by
Mr. Bramwell went, it was borne out by those experiments completely ; and he concurred with him in the observation, that if that
plate was free to move under those strains, it did exhibit weakness ;
yet if it was confined likeabar
within acylinder,then
those
effects ceased to act, or were much mitigated.Butalthough
he
concurred with thetheory as appliedtodetached pieces,he did
not agree with it as regarded the continuous boom of the girder,
I

Vide Phil. Tmns., 1855, p. 225, and 1857, p. 463.
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because thecontinuity of the boom preventedanyconsiderable
amount of flexure between the points at which the diagonals joined.
Withregardtothe
different forms of girders,his opinions on
that subject had been so completelyexpressedby Mr. Bramwell,
that he would not trouble the Meeting by repeating them.
Mr. BRAMWELL
was gladto find, that Mr. Barlow’sexperiments had corroboratedtheresults
that could be attained by
continuing the consideration of diagram Fig. 16. He had already
stated, that if the weight were moved @hs out of the centre, i . e .
to the edge of the bar, the efl’ect would be to make a total extcnsion at that edge of 4 ; but that would have the effect of putting
the line D C at such an angle, that the point C would have gone
down a distance of 3 below the point B, while the point D would
therefore have gone up3 above the pointA, or 2 above the original
zeroline ; so that while C was 4 below the zeroline in extension, D was 2 above the zero line in con~pression; thus agreeing
with Mr. Barlow’s experiment, that with the weight applied a t the
extreme edge, the extension was double the compression.
Mr. Mr. GRAVATT
remarked, that it was astonishing what knowledgelayhidden in books. In Young’s “ Natural Philosophy,”
published in 1807, it was shown that by suspending the weight onesixth of the width of a rectangular column from the centre it lost
half its strength, and if it were hung on the edge, its strength was
only
one-f0urt.h.
Tredgold
tried
the
experiment
with perfect
success.
Mr. W. €1. BARLOW
said, Tredgoldstrained cast-iron plates
along the line of the edge till the plates broke, at a strength of
one-third of what it was in the middle.
Mr. FLEEMING
JENKIN
thought thediagram with thesprings
referred to by Mr. Eramwell, represented what was given by the
formula of theAuthor; at the same time hewouldmention,
thatthere wassome doubt whet.her iron could be lookedupon
as represented by an infinite number of smallspringsside
by
side. No doubtloading a column out of thecentre of gravity
of its section was treatingit
badly, and not giving it the
This pointlost muchof its imwork to do in the bestway.
portance from the fact that the chief strains were theresult.of
gradual accumulations from end to end, which, as had been
couldnot
be
worked out by Mr. Bramwell and Mr.Phipps,
distributed over the different parts of the section in the unequaI
manner supposedby the Author of the Paper. The bottom part
of a boom could only be compressed more than the top by virtue
of the bending of the boom, and the amount by which it was compressed, as compared with the top, would be indicated by the radius
of curvature ; therefore, unless considerable curvature was shown
in that boom, it was impossible that one part could be cornpressed
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more than another, There were only two ways in which the booms
could bend, one was from end to end of the girder, and the total
curvature of that way was small. Then there was another way in
which the boomcould be curved, as shown in Figs. 1 and 2,
Plate 27, where there was a succession of inflections. Where that
occurred it was clear the top and bottom of the boom alternately
would be mostcompressed ; while near the point of inversion of
the curvature, the top and bottom would be equally compressed.
I t was therefore impossible to allow that the accumulated result
of thestrains produced byeachyair
of diagonals was propagated from end to end of thegirder,strainingthe
bottom part
more than the top in the proportion and manner indicated by the
Author ; on the contrary, the greatest strain sometimes was at the
top and sometimes at the bottom, and the total strain of the 125
tons in the diagram would not be very unequally distributed over
the central section of the boom.
Mr. G. H. PHIPPS
begged to add a few words to his previous
remarks :-He hoped that no one who had heard his views, either
on the present or former occasions when this subject w a s discussed,
would consider that he went anything like the length assumed by
theAuthor of the Paper in
respect tothedegree
of injurious
action on the booms of girders attributable to the absence of coincidence of thelines of the compressive forces applied, andthe
neutral axes of the booms.
T h e Author’s calculations (which he stated were confirmed by
the demonstration of Professor Rankine), were only properly applicable to the case where the booms of girders might be supposed
to consist of a number of pieces abutting upon, but detached from,
eachother a t the pointswhere thestraining forces weresuccessively brought on. Mr. Phipps had taken great care to
point
out, bobh in the discussion upon the Charing Cross Bridge as well
as upon the present occasion,how largelythe injurious action
was mitigated by the booms being constructed in one continuous
piece. On the formeroccasion, he had taken the distance
of the
line of compressive force from the neutral axis of the boom, as
considerably less than the actual distance between those lines for
the reasons then stated, and during the present discussion he had
endeavoured to show moregenerally, that thisdiminutionarose
from the boom being thrown into a serpentine figure, having points
of contrary flexure between each pair of the forces applied. That
the boom might then be considered as divided into a number of
parts separated at these points; and that all the forces which kept
eachdetached partin repose being considered, theirresultants
would be found to depart from the axial lines of the booms a considerably less distance than that between the axis and line of the
applied forces.
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With regard to the interesting diagrams, and
explanation given
by Mr. Bramwell, the method adopted confirmed his ownviews,
and, in fact, was identical in principle with thediagrams produced by him during the discussions upon the CharingCross Bridge
and upon American iron bridges.
Mr. W. H. BIDDER
said, he quite agreed with the viewsexpressed in the Paper ; but he could not say that he concurred with
the Author in his subsequent remarks with respect to the attachment of lattice bars with the vertical plates of the flanges of lattice
girders (a diagram of which was shown), as it appeared not to be
in accordance with the views expressed in the Paper, viz., that of
‘‘ uniform stress.” H e understood the Author to say that the lattice
bars were in the best positions when their centre lines, if produced,
would intersect each other at. the lines of the centres of gravity of
the top and bottom flanges, as the diagonal strainsmet at this
point, and carried the horizontal strain along the centres ofgravity
of the flanges, thereby causing no detrimental action, but rather a
uniformity of stress throughout the sections. But Mr. Bidder was
ofopinion, that the horizontal strain caused by the load on the
diagonals took place at each of the rivets, separately and totally
inde endently of each other ; and that the vertical loadcarried
by t e rivets of the ties was transmitted horizontally to the rivets
in the struts, and vicevers8. This tendedto deflect the flanges
into wave-lines, a deflection whichwas due to the momentof
the weight on the tie-bar into the distance the rivets were apart,
between the tie and strut, turning upon the rivets in the strut as
a fulcrum in the top flange, and in the rivets of the ties as a fulcrum in the bottom flange. And if more than one rivet were used
in the ends of the bars, there would be a tendency also to deflect
the lattice bars into wave-lines, the top in one direction and the
I n his opinion, equilibrium couldonly
be
bottom inanother.
obtained by using one rivet only t o unite the ends of the bars, and
passing it through the centre of gravity of the flanges ; but when
more than one rivet was used, it would be better if the bars intersected each other at thecentre of gravity of the riveting, that
was if there was the same number of rivets above the intersection
as there was below it. In that case, thetendency to deflect the
flangesby the tensionbars in one direction would becorrected
by the tendency to deflect them in the opposite direction by the
conlpression bars; but the line of pressurewould stillbe as far
fiom the centre of gravity of the flanges as the distance of t.he
centre of gravity of the riveting was from it, and hewould remark
that the Author had obtained that object in the drawings of the
bridges which he exhibited, viz., the intersection of t,he centre of
gravity of the riveting of the diagonals with the centre of gravity
of the flanges.

K
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Mr. C. B. LANEremarked, it had been truly stated that a great
deal of knowledge was to be got from books, and a great deal on
the subject now under discussion wa.s to be obtained in the library
of theInstitution. H e would calltheattention of theMembers
to an exhaustive Paper on the subject of lattice girders, read before
the Institution about fourteen or fifteen years ago by Mr. W. B.
Blood and Mr. W. T. Doyne (M. Inst. C.E.). The concise and
easily applied formulasupplied therein justly entitled those gentlemen to be regarded with great consideration, as having contributed
in the highest degree to the development of that form of structure.
I n making these remarks, hedid not say oneword in disparagement
of the Paper now under discussion : on the contrary, he thought it
a most able one, and many of the ideas insisted upon in it were
very valuable.
Mr. POLE
wished to add his testimony to the merit of the Paper,
combining, as it did, intelligent theory with skilful practice. The
Author had laid down a principle for adoption, and had followed
that principle out, carefully and honestly, in all the details of the
girdershehad
shown as examples. The principle of uniform
stress was not a new one ; it had been submitted to calculation by
Tredgold in his well-known book on cast iron, and his calculations
had beencheckedexperimentallyby
Eaton Hodgkinson. I n the
Paper the investigation had been carried further, and though the
results obtained by theory might probably be modified by practical
considerations (as was the case in almost all mathematical deductions), that did not at all detract from the value of the investigation. I t demonstrated that a certain principle was advantageous,
andthatdeparture
from it produced mechanical evils;andit
therefore warned Engineers to keep this principle in mind, and to
approach it in practice as nearly as possible.
The Author had alluded incidentally to the difficulty of dealing
with long struts or members under compressive strain. That was
a point of much importance in large bridges, and as iron bridges
of magnitude were now under consideration in various parts of'
the country, thetreatment of themmight form a good subject
for discussion at the Institution.
Mr. PETEE
W. BARLOW
said, the discussion had been directed
to the point of the compression of the bars, the resistance being in
the centre of gravity of compression ; and what had been said on
that point was so clear, that it did not occur to him to make any
observationupon it. But he would remark as t.o the comparison
between the two systems of girders, that he had the impression in
the first instance, he confessed, of there being an error in the calculation, to some extent. H e hadcompared theWarrengirder
1

Vide Minutes of Proceedings Inst. C.& vol. xi. 1). 1.
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with a girder of that description, and he found the advantages to
be more than were stated by the Author. I n other words, the
figures would stand in the one case at 1,800 for the Warren, and
in the other at. 1,570. The impression of an error he had formed
fiom looking at the diagrams. H e foundhiscalculations of the
strainsexactlyagreed
with thestrains on the top, bottom, and
verticals,butnot on the diagonals; the impression hehad was,
thatthat accounted for the difference. H e thoughtthesubject
wouldbe more clearly understood if the figures on the diagonals
expressedtheactualstrain,instead
of itsvertical component.
H e found, however, the difference in his calculationarose from
thegirder
he had assumed beingthe
Warren, havingnine
triangles ; that described by the Author was not a Warren girder,
in which theangles
were 60°, andthat
madethe
difference
between the two ; he therefore agreed with the calculations of the
Author assuming the same girders.
Mr. CALLCOTT
REILLY,in reply, said that, to some extent he
agreed with the critical remarks made during the discussion, upon
the extreme conclusions which had been put forward in the Paper.
It had been argued that the great inequality in the distribution of
the stress upon the section of a boom was much mitigated, towards
the centre of the span, by the accumulated effect of the flexure,
whichwas itself caused by that inequality, and he willingly confessed that he was of the same opinion, only, however, as regarded
the condition of the compressed boom towards the centre of the
span. The effect of flexure was expressly excluded from the data
of the problem attemptedto be solved in thePaper,partlyto
avoid theextreme complexity whichwould haveembarrassedan
argumentalreadytoo
com licatedfor easy comprehension. H e
had also long been aware t at there were some Members who had
made a special study of the effect of ffexure in these cases, and he
hoped that by putting forward the extreme results deduced in the
Paper,he
should therebyinduce
those Membersto
give the
Institution the advantage of their knowledge in this department,
and he felt gratified that he had succeeded in that object.
But., notwithstanding that the extreme inequality of the stress
w a s probably much diminished in the top boom, towards the centre
of the span, by the accumulated effect of flexwe,-that accumulationbeing caused solely bythecontinuity of the boom at the
web joints,-there were cases in which that effect could not occur,
and in which therefore that extreme inequality would exist. That
wouldbe the case inthe end-most bays of trusses formed like
Nos. l, 1 A, 2, and 2 A (Plate 27), because, in those divisions of
the boom, flexure could not occur near the end-most joints, and as
those trusses were without the excessivelystiff end-pillars always
applied to trusses formed like Nos. 1 B and 2 B, the effect of that

1
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stiffness which had beencontended for would not exist. In reference to that question of the stiffness of the end pillar, he confessed that he did notsee his way to entire agreement in the conclusion arrived at, without a more exact demonstration than had been
attempted. If the end-pillar andthediagonaltie
were fastened
to the trough-shaped top boomby a single pin, the argument in
favour of that conclusion would of course fail, and indeed he did
not gather that theconclusion had been intended to apply to such a
case. Where the excessively stiff-end pillar existed, and was firmly
fixed to the boom by riveting, no doubtthemitigationclaimed
by Mr. Heppel existed, more or less ; but in any case the mitigation
resulting from that cause would be difficult tocalculate ; and it
did not, to his mind,seem a satisfactory thing, to depend either
upon that, or upon the effectof flexure, to diminish the evil
resulting from unequal distribution of the stress. Such dependence
was unnecessary, andhethought
quite inexpedient, as hehad
shown by the example ofthesetwo
bridges, that no difficulty,
either theoretical or practical, stood in t,he way of making all the
important members of a truss conform to true scientific principle in
this respect. But there were also other members of a truss which,
as usually constructed, were liable to very unequal distribution of
the stress : he alluded to the diagonal bars of the web, particularly
to the struts.
It was a common practice to make them of angle
iron or T-shaped sections, either solid, or built up, and to place
the rivets or bolts which connected them with t.he booms out of the
centre of gravity of their cross sections. I n suchcases the inequality ofthe stress upon a cross section near to one of the joints
in the struts, and under certain limitations anywhere in the ties,
wouldbe correctlycalculated by the formula arrived at in the
Paper, and it would truly represent the practical facts of the case,
because there could be no accumulatedeffects of flexure to mitigate
the inequality, such as had been contended for in the case of the
booms. A remarkhad been inade which suggestedthe inquiry,
whether it was right torivet or bolt together the diagonal bars
of a triangular girder, such as No. I B or No. 2 B, at their intersections. Ifthebarsandtheir
joints with the boomswere so
arranged as to subject their sections only to a uniform stress, he
was inclined todoubtit,
because the deflection of thegirder
under its load would tend to draw the bars out of their originally
straight lines ; toput, in fact, a transversestrain uponthem,
if fastenedtogetherin the usual way,whichwould
increase the
strBs uponone edge,and diminish it upon the other. But if
thedirectstress upon the bar were originally unequal,owing to
the centre of gravity of the joint being out of the centre of gravity
of t,he section of the bar, the fasteningtogether of the bars at
their intersection might bemade beneficial, providing the cross
[1864-65. w.s.]
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sections of the bars were so situated with respec.t to the centre of
stress, that the flexure resulting from the deflection of the girder
should be opposite to, and therefore tend tocounteract,
the
flexure causedby theunequaldistribution of the stress. If that
condition were notattended to, of course the fasteningat. the
intersections would only aggravate the evil caused by the unequal
stress.
It had been argued that no unequaldistribution of thestress
upon a bar performing the function of a strut or a tie could take
place without a corresponding flexure. That might be illustrated, as
suggested by Mr. Bramwell, by supposing the bar to be confined in
an exceedingly stiff tube, the effect of that restraint being entirely to
prevent flexure taking place from the action of the unequally distributed stress, which would result from the application of an endlong force out of the axis of gravity of the bar ; the result contended for was, that there being thus no flexure, there could be no
inequality in the stress. If that illustrationtrulyrepresented the
opinion which had been advanced, he ventured to think the argument
entirely
untenable.
It was
opposed
tothe
established
doctrine of elasticity, whichwassimply, that the elastic material
was shortened, or extended, as the case might be, in proportion to
the amount of stress between its particles, providing that, if the
stress wascompression,room was allowed for the bulging of the
material. Supposing, for instance, thatthe compressed boomof
the truss, supporting a vertical load in theordinary way,was
confinedbetween
sufficientIy rigid horizontal planes, the effect
wouldbe, toentirelyprevent the vertical flexure contended for.
But there would be no restraint upon the tendency to bulge (not
bend) sideways, and the material being supposed to be elastic, and
the compressive stress being unequally distributed,
as in thecase of a
trough-shaped section, the horizontal fibres of the boom would be
unequally shortened, andthe unequalshortening of the fibres
wouldbe exactly proportional to the unequallongitudinalstress
upon them. There would be no circumstance that could interfere
with the free play of the law of elasticity ; and under these conditions, the formula which had been deducedinthe
Paper from
that law, and from nothingeke, would accuratelyrepresentthe
stateand amount of thestress upon any section of the boom,
whether in the centre of the span, or elsewhere. The happy illus-"
trations of the law of elasticity given by Mr. Bramwell, he thought
entirely confirmed this conclusion.'
The next question was whether the unequal stress upon a troughshaped lower boom, subject only to tension, was mitlgated by the
effect of flexure in the same manner and to the same extent as in

' Vide ante, pp. 439 to 443.
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the case of the compressed,boom. H e believed this could not be,
unless theinequality was so greatthatthe
tension entirely disappeared from one edge, and was replaced bymore or less compression, the tension of the opposite edge being of course proportionately aggravated. In the former case, he thought, there would
be no flexure and therefore no mitigation ; in the latter case there
would doubtlessbe flexure proportionatein some way to the
amount of compression, and some mitigation wouldensue, due to
the same causeswhich had been explained during the discussion
as operatingin the case of the compressed boom. Therefore, he
submitted, that the formuladeducedin the Paper was applicable
withont qualification to the extended boom and the ties of a truss,
except in the extreme case of the tension proper to the boom or
tie-bar degenerating, so to speak, into partial compression.
I n reference to the objections that had been raised to one of the
propositions submitted in thePaper, viz., thatthe quantit,y of
material required to give a certain constant degree of stiffness to a
long strut, apart from that required to resist the mere compression,
varied as thesquare of the length, the loadbeingconstant,he
agreed with the arguments that had been used, but not with their
application to the question under discussion. H e thought they did
not exactly apply to the question he had raised. He was himself,
however, to blame for not having defined more precisely the limits
of application of that proposition. H e intended it to apply only to
struts of the same figure, of uniform cross section, and of’equal and
uniformwi,dth,measured
inthe direction of theplane of the
stiffening tfracing. H e did not deny that a trussed post, or a fishbellied strut, would be moreeconomical than the braced parallel
useof the
struts usually put intotrussgirders,butthegeneral
latter showed that they weremoreconvenient.
What hehad
intended to convey was, that in similar struts of equal width resisti n g the same compression, but differing in length, the quantity of
materialperunit
of length,required to be put into the strut to
resist the st.ress due to bending, andthereby secure a certain
constantdegree of stiffness, varied as thesquare of thelength,
whether that additional material was an addition to the uniform
sectional area of the strut, or to the weight of the bracing, or to
both. That proposition he believed to be true, because it was an
easy inference from the theorem deducedby Mr. Ixwis Gordon from
Hodgkinson’s experiments on long pillars, and quoted in Professor
Rankine’s c c Applied Mechanics.” If then,the weight, perunit
of length, of the stiffening material varied as the square, the weight
per strut mustvary as the cube of its length. H e agreed with
Mr. Phipps, that the proper place for additional stiffening material
was the solid section of the strut, not the cross bracing only. T o
show, however, that the theory did not lead to extravagant results,
2 0 2
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even when the increase was confined to the bracing, he had calculated the dimensions of the stiffening bracing required by the cube
theory to be applied to the struts of the truss KO. 1 B, the load
being supposed the same as in No. 1. The details of that calcuto
lation were exhibited in one of theexplanatoryfoot-noks
thePaper,andthe
result was that.the 42.2 units of weight,
assigned to the stiffening in the corn mison between the trusses:
would he equivalent to the weight o the halves of four vertical
inch, and one set of flat bracing
angle irons, each 24 inchesby
bars, each 28 inches wide by Q inch thick, crossing each other in
pairs, and arranged in a manner precisely similar to that exhibited
in thedrawings of No. 1 truss. Those proportionswere, to say
the least,certainly
not greaterthan
would bewarranted
by
thecurrent practice of theday.
H e thereforeventured to think
that his argument, within the limits of its application, in favour of
the economy of thevertical strut over the inclinedone, was not
shaken by the remarks which had been made ; at the same time,
he thought the ideas which had been expressed were valuable and
useful, altnough not exactly applicable as an answ-er to the propositionsubmittedin the Paper.But
even admitting that the cube
theory was untenable, and supposing that the doubt,ful question of
stiffening was eliminated from the comparisonsbetween the different trusses given in the Paper, No. 2 truss would still be lighter
than either of the others, and No. 1 wouldbe about 1 per cent.
lighter than No. 1 B, but about 24 per cent. heavier thanNo. 1 A ;
so that, on the whole, aud under themost unfavourable suppositions,
the trusses with vertical struts were not less economical than the
best of those with struts inclined.
The opinion had beenexpressed that No. 2 trusswas an imperfect truss, because thediagonal bars attached at theloaded
joints of the girder were directed towardsone pier only, whereas
it wascontended, that diagonals were required to extend from
eachloaded joint towardsbothpiers.
That opinionimplied, in
fact, that the loads could notbetransmitted
from eachloaded
joint, in due proportion to the two points of ultimate support at the
piers, without the intervention oftwo sets of diagonals, and that
the upright bars were of no use for that purpose. Now he ventured
to say that mostpersons, who understood this subject, knew that
every framework composed entirely of triangles securely connected
a t theangles, was a perfect truss in a statical sense. Of course
somecombinations of triangles wouldform trusses objectionable,
because wasteful of material, or because liable to undue deflection
or vibration. But those could not be the grounds of the objection

l

Vide footnotc, p. 400.

2

Vide p. 402,
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tothe bridges described in thePaper, for so far as at present
known,’ both the deflection and vibration were unusually small, and
as to economy of material, the weights and strengths, which had
been fully described,wouldspeak for themselves.2 Of course the
upright bars of the web did their share of the duty which had to
be performed by the web as a whole, and transmitted their due proportion of load to the piers. Additional diagor~als would only be
an incumbrance and a waste of material. If two sets of diagonals
were used, the vertical bars would not be wanted, as exemplified in
trusses Nos. l B and 2 B.3
The principal views supported and illustrated in the Paper had
been directly and entirely opposedby theargumentthat
for a
moderatespan the T shape was the best section for the booms,
both theoretically and practically. It, would beadmittedthat
everyobjection that could be raised againstthetrough
applied
w.ith at leastequal force totheT-shaped
section. For a plate
girder or a tubular girder with solid plate sidcs continuously joined
by close riveting to the booms,no doubt it might reasonably
be
argued, that the T shape and the trough the shape were the most
suitable forms of section for the booms. But, as regarded the questions which had been discussed, there was no analogy between such
girdersand openwork-trusses,such
as were eshlbited by the
diagrams in Plate 27. I n solid-sided girders t.he deflection line
wouldbe a continuouscurve, andthegreatest
stress wouldbe
at thegreatestdistance
from thegeneralneutralaxis
of the
girder, and therefore the greatest mass of resisting material would
l Since this discussion took place both bridges have
been officially tested with
the following results :No. 1 was tested by a heavy locomotive and tender, and train of loaded trucks.
I n running backwards and forwardsover the bridge the greatest deflectionobserved
was half an inch, and there was no perceptible vibration. The weight of this load
had not been reported up to tlle time of going to prcss, but Mr. E. H. Woods, the
Chief Resident Engineer to thc Company, who superintended the erection of the
bridge, reported the result to be entirely satisfactory.
No. 2 was tested by Colonel Yolland, by a train of two of the heaviest goods
onyines and tenders belonging to the Brighton Railway Company. The greatest
deflection observed was a quarter of an inch ; and there was absolutely no vibration
perceptible in any part of the girders when the train run a t speed over the bridge.
T’he intensity of the moving test load, in this instance, slightly cxceeded 1s ton
per foot of span, the railway being a single line.
2 Vide p. 394.
3 I t may be as well to remark, in reference to this point, that all the ties and
strnts, except the endmost ones, are subject to both tensile and compressive stress,
the difference bctweon them being thnt in the ties the tension exceeds the compression, in the struts, the compression exceeds the tcnsiol~, the resultants being
in the former casc, tension, in the latter, compression. But towards the centre of
the span, the greatest compression upon tlle ties produced by the lleavy travelling
load exceeds the tension caused by the fixed load, requiring therefore that these
ties bo stiffened, so as to act as struts. In like manner, the travelling load converts
tlrc central struts into ties.
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be properly accumulated a t theexhemetopand
bottom. But
the casewasotherwisewithopen
trussesin
which,while the
continuous deflection curve coincided with the curve of the booms
a t the joints only, each bar both of the booms and web was liable
to a special deflection, on its own account. so to speak, often quite
contrary to that which occurred in a solid beam. That was shown
in the course of the discussion, for whereas the opposite view was,
thatinthetop
boom the curve of deflection was always concave upwards, as in t.he solid beam, Mr. Phipps's diagram showed
that it was a curve of contrary flexure, most of it apparently
convexupwards.
I t had been asserted, as a reason for preferringthetroughshaped or T-shaped section of boom, that failure of thetop
boomwould begin at theextremetop
surface. Onthat point,
he had beenfavouredbyMessrs.
Kennard Brothers, withsome
particulars of a test that was applied some years ago to a pair of
diagonal trusses of the same class as No. 2 B, for 3 single line railway bridgeinItaly,
whichin its resultdirectlynegatived
that
assertion. T h e trusses were of 135 feetspan, the top boom and
the joint of the diagonals with it were shown in Figs. 18 a d 19.
Fig. 18.

Fig. 19

Cross Secl,ion, the dotted
lines indicating the effect
of the buckling which
took place.

Part Elevation of 'Top Boom.

A load of the intensity of 1 ton per foot of span was applied,
inadditiontotheweight
of thestructure.
Such a loadwould
certainlynotexceed the possible working load, and the nominal
stress producedby it, if erroneouslyassumed to beequally distributed, was not more than 4 tons per square inch of compression,
The effect of that very moderate load was first to buckle the vertical sides of the top boom, close to the joints of the diagonal bars,
thento buckle the diagonals,. andafterthattheend
pillar. I n
thatthey were
justice to Messrs. Kennard it shouldbeknown
not consulted in the design of these girders, whichwas the work
of an Italian Engineer. Since that experiment they hadadopted
the practice of puttiug stiffening blocksbetween the sides of the
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trough to obviate the effectofbuckling, but of course the use of
those blocks, while adding to the dead weight, did not diminish
the inequality of the stress.
I t had been said, that a double web was unnecessary in girders
of such comparatively small span as those exhibited. H e thought
in opposition to that view, that a certain degree of lateral stiffness
could be given, to even small span trusses, by the use of a double
web, united bynomore
than sufficient stiffening bracing, with
less weight of material than by any other mode of construction.
That opinion he thoughtwas sufficiently justified by the economy of
material in the two bridges described in the Paper.’
I n reference to whathadfallen
from Mr. Lane, Mr. Reilly
entirely concurred in that gentleman’s high opinion of the Paper,
on the nature and mode of calculation of the stresses upon lattice
girders, contributed tothe Minutes of Proceedings of the Institution
by Mr. Doyne and Mr.Blood.
The earliest Informationhe had
acquired on the subject of lattice girders had been obtained from a
study of that Paper many years ago. Rut he thought it a mistake
to characterize it as exhaustive of the subject ; on the contrary, the
labours of ProfessorRankine,
Mr. JohnHerbertLathamand
others, to say nothing of continental writers, bad since then given
a greaterbreadthanddepthtothecurrentknowledge
of this
subject. Moreover, the Paper alluded to did not touch upon the
special subject which he had been permitted to submit to the Institution.
Mr. W. H. Bidderhadmade
some valuableremarks, which
Mr. Reilly thought required no answer from him, because he was
pleased to find that they were very much in conformity with his
own views.
Mr. Reillyconcluded by thankingtheMembers for thekind
reception, and patient attention which had been given to the Paper,
and also those speakers whose careful arguments had lent so much
interest to the discussion.

May 2 and 9,1865.
J O H N FOWLER, Vice-President,
in the Chair.
The discussion upon the Paper No. 1,110, “On Uniform Stress
in Girder Work,” occupied both evenings, to the exclusion of any
other subject.
The entire absence of vibration in these bridges,the Author suggests, is corroborative of this opinion, and a juvtification of the mode of construction contended
for in the Paper.
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